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CHAPTER 10

SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN ACfIVATION ANALYSIS

I. General Consideralions

The activity induced in an element after an irradiation time I. can be
calculated from equation (5.36), in the case of "simple activation".
A more practical form of this equation is

R(I.) = WZ8~A"9'Y[1_ exp(-~~:'.)] (10.1)

R(I.)/3.7 x 10' gives the activity in millicurie (mo). After a waiting
time I, the activity is obviously given by equation (5.37):

(10.2)

In the case of more complex systems, including isomerio activation,
parent.daughter relationships, eto. equations. (5.44), (5.(7), (5.52),
(5.53), (5.55), (5.56), (5.59), (5.60) .•• or their praotical equivalents
should be used. In the above equations:

R = measured activity in cps (R = .D, where D = disintegration
rate in dps);

w = weight of the irradiated element in gram; (if a compound,
such as an oxide, is irradiated, its weight must be multiplied
with the appropriate analytical conveI'llion factor);

• = effioiency of the detector;
8 = abundance of the aotivated nuclide (100% - 1);
A = atomio weight of the irradiated element;
NA = Avogadro'snumber = 6.023 x 10";
y = chemical yield (if the aotivity is counted after a chemical

separation);
T,J.= half·liCe of the radionuclide formed;
I. and I = irradiation and waiting timu respectively; (expressed in

the same unit as T11.: s, m, h .•.);
" = isotopio activation cross section. If only thermal activation

ocours (i.e. at the irradiat,ion poaition the cadmium ratio of

Q 4'5



th. ..elide is high, say :l: 50), a = a,b (it can bo provcd tha.
a,b ~ a. (2200 mls cross secUon).

- neutron flux in n em-I 8-1 (in most cases CPtb ~ 9',uctor' 8S
normally at least 95% of the neutrons arc thermal).
The exact nature of a,b has bcen explained by Stoughton and
Halperin (1). For any nuclide the value of a,b depende slightly
on 'fI.I'fIlb as well as on the thickness of the Cd.shield used to
determine alb' The tabulated (n, y) cross sectiuns (D. J. Hughes
(2); Appendix I, Table 2) are in most cases for noutrons with
2200 mls velociUes, usually denoted by a•. For most nuclidesa. approximates alb vcry closely and can be subs.ituted for
alb in neutron flux equations wi.h ouly a small error. The
authors described how a,b can be calcula.cd if a. and somo
experimental parameters are known.

If resonance activation is no. negligiblc, a is expressed in
terms of a "reactor" cross section: t1reactof = gao + (rp'/Cf'tb)1,
where I = total activation resonance integral for the
nuclide of interest (I = l' + 0.44 a., where the la.ter term
is tne 11. contribution to the resonance integral,) 'fIlb =
thermal flux (Maxwellian distribution); 'fl' = epithermal or
resonance flux (dElE component wi.h a low·energy cut·off at
ca. 0.5 eV). In most cases 9 = 1 (Table 10.1).

TABLE 10.1
g.values for some elements after H. Rosa tl aZ. (3)

Be, Al, Co, Zo, Mo, Cs, Pb, Na, V, Nit Zr, Sn, Tat Bi,
:Mg, Fe, Cu. Nb, Te, Pt : 9 11:1 1

Cd : g = 1.321
In :g = 1.017
8m: 9 0:= 1.620
Gd: g = 0.893
Au: g .... 1.005

If a radionuclide is fcrmcd by a (n, p) or (n, CIt) reacUon in a
reactor, 'fI = ep and obviously a = iT (n, p) or iT (n, CIt), (sce
Chaptcr 3; methode for detcrmining the thermal, epithermal
and fast flux in a reac.or are described in the eame chapter).
Ifa radionuclide is formed by a (n, p), (n, CIt) or (n, 2n) reaction
during 14 MeV ac.ivation, 'fI = F (14 MeV flux) and a =
au MeV.

After co~~~~·:~:~:C:·-:c:~:::·~:~~:~·:~~:~ :·.t~;
allow in theory the calculation of the weight lD of the element present
in the aemple. In the CaB6 of "absolute" acUV&tion analysis this. is
ac.ually done. However, come parameters must be known. such as
the absolute value of the conventional thermalfiux (aoouracy ±5%
according to Hughes), the value of the oadmium ratio (this value being
either directly or indirectly requlred to obtain the absolute value of the
thermalfiux; acouraoyestimated ±2% (·i», the irradiation tima (this
factor being signifioant for short irradiaUon times. ± 3%(4),the half.life
(average error ±2% if 0.5 d < P,," < 10 d; ±3% if 15 d < P,," <
60 d; ± 11% if O. 5y < P"" < 4 y, with exceptions, of course, such
as lOCo, ± 0.7% (4»; the decay schemes, including the ratio elr,
branching raUos, etc. (errors between ±2 &r.ld ±50% (4», the thermal
ac.ivation cross section (from ± 5 up to ± 30% for a large number of
(n, y) reac.ions (4»), the col!nter calibration (in the oase of y counting
±1.5 to H.5% (4».

Fast neutron cross sections and average cross sections in a fission
neutron spectrum are even less well known and often differ by up to
a factor of 10.

In practice a relative method is normally followed which eliminates
the foregoing uncertainties inherent in the "bsolute method. A known
amount w, of the element to be determined is irradiated together with
the sample as a fiux monitor (comparator). From the raUo of the
induced activities in the unknown aemple (A~) and in the standard
(A,), the weight w~ of the element of interest in the aerople can be
readily calculated from

w~/w, = A~/A, (10.3)

on condiOion that all the oilier parameters (8, z, a, 'fI) are identical
and that the radionuclide is not formed from another nuclide in the
aemple (interfering reacOions). If this condiUon is not ful.6lled, errors
are possible, which will be discussed below.

n. Sources of Error. Using lbe Comparator Melbod

(A) Al!OMALOUS IsOTOPIO A:sUND.AlICliS

VariaOions in the boron isotopic abundances with aeroples ofdifferent
origin as high as 3-4% have been reported by Thode U al. (5). This



(B) EnllORS DUll TO DrnEllENT FLuxES IN SAm'LBS £Nl) ST£Nl)Alll)S

The main source of error is due to the faat that atandard and aample
are not exposed to the same neutron flux, i.e. cp(.) ¢. cp{"')'

(i) NeutIon flux variations are possible &8 a function of time. For
that reason strmdarda and aamples are Irradiated aimnltaneoua\y, or
an internal atandard, &8 proposed by LeIiaart et al. (12), Ia used for
normalizing all the irradiations to the aame flux.

(2) Of more importance than time atability are flux variations &8 a
function of irradiation position and for that reason standard and
aamples are irradiated together in one Irradiation can. In the large
core of a graphite.moderated reaator, the neutron flux varies aIowly
with distance (max. ca. O.ll%/om), ensuring that the flux reaching the
sample and standard is the same (error <2%). Near the re1Iectc?r
however (highest "cadmi\llll ratio") the flux may vary by &8 much &8

2-3%/cm; &8 sample and standard may be separated by &8 much &8 a
few om, oonsiderable emirs are possible. It Ia then necessary to make
sure that the sample and standard are &8 olose together &8 possible
(13,14). Difficnlties with an inhomogeneous flux can be overocme by
irradiating the targeta one after another and using a small/lux monitor
attached to a fixed position in the irradiation can or "rabBit", partiou.
larly in the oase ofshort Irradiationa.

In the case of more ocmpaot small.ocre water·moderated reaotors,
atill higher flux gradienta are observed with distance from the core and
gradienta of 1O%/om aM possible (15). To correot for flux gradienta in
the material testing reaotor BR-2, De Neve (16) aurronnded aamplea
(A, B) and standards (I, II, III) in an aluminium block with ocbalt
needles (I to 6) &8 flux monitora (Figure 10.1).

From nos. 1,2 and 3 the averags flux for sample A W&8 calcn1&ted,
from noa. I, 3 and 4 the average /lux for standard I, eto. Flux gradienta
of 0 to 9%/cm (average gradient 3%/om) were observed, &8 appeara
from Table 10.2, where the thormalflux for the Irradiation places 1 to
6 is given for I.brae different Irradiationa.

Even in the caae of an apparent low /lux gradient, flux variations
are possible if strong neutron absorbers are placed near the aotivation
position. This can give rise to deep fl"" depressions and hence to a
steep unknown flux gradient in the aotivation tube (see further:
definition of fiux pe;1;urbation, flux depression and aelf.abaorption).
It is obvious, that ",...... wiII not be eonstant for all the samples and

~~ NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

has an iml!u<tant consequence in terms of the use of boroll a. a
standard in precise measurements of neutron capture ClOSS sections,
since the lOB content, on which these measurements are based, is not
rigorously constant.

Measurements carried out by Thode (6) with sulfur from different
sources (native sulfur, pyrites, natural sulfates, hydrothermal sulfides,
etc.) also showed differences of approximatelY 4% in the "SI"S ratio
and of 8% in "S/"S, due to fractionations by phJ'sicochemical and
biochemical processes. Natural variations of several per cent in the
relative isotopic abundance of "Ca in samples of diverse geological
origin have '>cen found (7). Other elements which can have anomalous
isotopic ratios are Ax, Sr, Sn, Ea, Ce, Nd, Yb, Hf, Os, Tl, Pb and the
heavier elements (8).

Sautin (9) found that the isotopic abundance of "'Gd in a gadolinium
standard was different from that in. adidymi:un sample, probably due
to fractionation on an ion.exchange column used for the purification
of the standard. Even if the fractionation is sman fol' the natural iso·
topes as a whole, it can be relatively important if tho activation
analysis is bascd on '''Gd, as "'Gd has a natural abundance of 0.2%
only. Indeed, an error of50% was observcd if the results were compared
with analyses based upon '''Gd or "'Tb.

Isotopic ratios of some elements like U, Li, E have Intentionally
been modified in recent years on a large scale, with thc aim of preparing
&amples enriched in certain isotopes. Besides the expensive enriched
mixtures, the depleted ones are also sold and often without adcquate
warning that the product concerned is of a different isotopic composi.
tion. De Goeij et al. (10) measured Li isotope ratios in a number of
commercisl preparations. Out of 9 &amples investigated, 4 had a
very abnormal isotopic composition. The results were 0.98 - 0.98 - 1.00
- 0.98 - 0.87 - 1.16 (1.19) -1.44 (1.54) - 2.53 (2.60) - 2.94 for the
'Li/'Li ratio; the values between brackets were determined by activa.
tion analysis according to Born and Aumann (lI) combined with
flame photometry; the other values by mass spectrometry. Another
typical example is uranium. This elcment can be dctermined by the
reaction "'U(n, f)'''Ba (suitable fission product) or by the reaction
'''U(n, ,,)"'U~ "'Np. When the standard has the same isotopic
composition as the uranium in the &ampla, both metbods will give
correct resnlts.

lV. SYSTE:M..A'l'lO ERRORS IN AOTIVA.TION ANALYSlB ·· ..14"'iP fI
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TABLE 10.2
Thennalllux for irradiation positioN 1 to 6 (Fig. 10.1)
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Fig. 10.2. Fast neutron flux pattern for. l' 1deV neutron genentor: A.xi&l
flux distribution (20)••
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standards, if they are itrll.diated at a reactor position, where the
cadmium ratio changes rapidly with the space oocrdinatea•

Flux gradients are even more important in fast neutron activation
analysis. Experimental data are given by Lepetit (17), Mott (18) and
Kenna (19).

14 MeV neutrons are produced by deuteron bombardment of a
tritiated titanium target (diameter 15 to 30 mm). Flux variations in
the samples are primarily due to geometrical factors. Op de Beeck (20)
calculated the axial flux distribution as a function of the distance r
from the target and found agreement with experimental values deter.
mined by means of copper foils of 0.4 mm thiclwess (Figure 10.2).
The relative flux as a function of distance a across planes parallel to
target is presented in Figure 10.3, for any distance r normalizing to
F = 1 (20).

From Figure 10.2 appears that at r = 10 mm an axial displacement
of 1 mm corresponds to a flux variation of ca. 14% in the sample.
At r = 18 mm this value is ca. 8.5%. Transversal displacements d can
also induce considerable errors, as appears from Figure 10.3. Similar
results were found by Girardi tI al. (21). Moreover, irregularities in the
described flux are possible due to scattaring or to a nonuniformlyloaded
or depleted target (19).
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Flux monitor I. :=II 10 h '.'" 16h '. _ 20h

I 0.92 x IOu 1.00 x IOu 6.48 X 1011
2 0.96 1.00 6.46
3 0.93 0.98 6,90
4 0.93 6:12
6 0.93 LOa 6.28
6 0.96 1.06 6.14

0.54>·"mm
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Fig. 10.1. Irradiation block ""hieh penuits correction fot' flux gradients (l6).
1-6: cobalt needle flux monitora; I-Ill: st&ndardM; A-B: samples.



Fig. 10.3. Fast neutron flux pattern for a 14 MeV neutron generator: Trana
veraal :0.11% distribution (20).
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Some effects, causing <p(8) f:. <p(",), are schematica.lly shown in Figure
10.5.

(a) Definitions. As much confusion exists concerning se1£.absorption,
tlu>: depression and tlux perturbation, it can be useful to point out
the differences between theee concepts (23). When an absorber is

I",,,,•.~

100
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d.lmml
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Neulrcn
scuroe

50100
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(3) Anoth. iactor that can cause variation of the tlux within an
irradiation unit is neutron attenuation by different sample.packing
materials (14).

(4) Attenuation of the neutron tlux by the samples or standards
themselves makes the inside part less active than the outside. This
can directly be aeen from Figure 10.4, where the induced specifio
activity in subaequent shells of an antimony sphere is repreeented as a
function of depth (22). Consequently, the specific activity will decreaee
with the sample size, this being a measure for the neutrou absorption
in the sample (viz. standard).

If this effect is different in standards and samples, <p(8) f:. <p("')
and equation (10.3) is again not valid. Ad appears from Figure 10.4
the shielding effect in antimony spheres depends on the neutron
spectrum. Whereas for a OR = 155 no shielding effect is observed,
it is very important for a OR = 5.5, indicating resonance absorption
in 1I1Sb and ,uSb.
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surface of the sample by 'Pot and the average fiux inside the aan.. ,iby
'P.. the three factors mentioned can be defined as follows:

fiux depression factor 'I'ot/'I'

self.absorption factor 'I'../'I'ot

fiux perturbation factor '1'../'1'

For practical purposes in actintion analysis, a factor J will be defined
(equation (10.10)) which is only an estimate ofthe absorption effect. An
accurate theoretical treatment of the throe separate factors above is
indeed too difficult.

Several calculation and approJCimation methods to correct for
neutron shielding are described in the literature (24-29). In most
cases they are ouly valid if resonance absorption is negligible, i.e. that
the nuclide of interest has_a high cadmium ratio at the irradiation'
position uaed (see further). If this condition is not ful1i11ed a distinction
must be made between two cases: (a) oelf-absorption in tho standard
(one element) or (b) in the aample (more elsments): the element being
determined is usually - though not always - present in a low enough
concentration for self-shielding effects to be negligible. even if it has a
very high absorption cross-section. Solf shielding is theteforo only
likely when strongly absorbing major constituents ooour in tho maw
or when the matrix itself has a high abeorption cross section: in this
case the neutron absorption will infiuence the activity induced in the
trace constituents.

These problems are discusoed in detail by Hegdabl (23. 30).
(b) Calculations acoording to lIlIgdah1 (reactor activation). The

convention of Hegdabl will be followed in tho next diseusaion. including
the simplification that most nuolides in reactor neutron activation
have absorption cross sections that follow the ul/v law" (see Chaptar
3). For 14-MeVneutrons: see section n. B. 3(b) ofthis choptar (remark).

(I) Calculation oj Iolal ab.oorplion tJJed. For these nuc1ides the re
action rate per atom for a substance at high dilution or in very small
amounts. including both thermal and epithermal (but not fast·)
reactions can be written:

n-ob$x5

Flux depression bt l:Jroog
neulron absorber

If~;:~~~ .I.",l:lOU,,:.1\v .... A ... .I.'j,~A'.I.'.1Ul't A.l."A.J..l~.I.;:'

't'f!

Flux gradient

Self absorption in standord Self'absorption in sample

Fig. 10.5. Neutron flux differences in sta.ndards and samples.

•

tp 'unperturb.ted flu'

t.Pst:average flux over the sample surface

c.pav:~verage flux inside the sampte

placed in a diffusing medium, the neutron fiux will be perturbated
inside and outside the sample (Figure 10.6). In the vicinity of the
absorber a fiUx gradient eDsts such that the neutron fiux decreuses
towards the aample. This effect is called fiux depression and is due to
the fact that neutrons which are absorbed in the aample are unable to
scatter back into the moderator so as to maintain a constant neutron
fiux.

The neutron fiux decreases inside the sample because neutrons aro
removed by absorption. This effect is called self.absorption. The total
effect of fiux depression + self.absorption is called fiux perturbation.
If the unperturbated fiux is represented by 'P, the average flux over the

Fig. 10.6. Flux perturbation, flux depr68Sion and aolf-absorption.
.The contribution to the total (n, y) reaction rate, due to Buion n8l1trona be

ing negligible.
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where

<P.
a""lo, = a. + --. (10.5)

n~hvO

nl. = neutron density for cnergies up to Cd cut.off (E
ed

)

v. = 2200 m S-I

Uo = 2200 m 8-1 cross section
<P. = epicadmium flux (> E ed )

. ..' ~Jl['vatE)
[ = the mfimte dIlute resonance integral = -_ dE

Bed E
([ contains the "l/v.tail", the latter bcing 0.44 a.) (eJ. section V, C, 2
of Chapter 3).

The ratio <p.lnt.v. (or <p.I'I',.) can be determined by ifl'adiating appro.
priate monitors with and without cadmium cover, Le. by determining
the cadmium ratio OR = {nl.v.a. + <p.l)I<p,1 (see Chapter 3).

The disintegration rate of the nuclides at the end of the irradiation
is given by

VI
D = A ON... a,..,,,,,v.nl • [1 - exp (- ,\loll (10.6)

assuming that there is no absorption effect.
If neutrons are absorbed by the substance, the above equations

must bs modified. . ,
Reaction rate inside an irradiated ssmple:

R' = Rfh + R;.
It can be shown that Ru. = nthv.a. {,it. being the sverage thermal
neutron density inside of the sample, a..uming a "l/v.law" for a.bo
up to Eed•

It i. difficult to write down a general expression for R: ea a function
of the I),eutron density inside a sample. It can, howcver, be wdtten in
terms of an effective resonance integrall'ft, defined by R: = <p,1,ft.
Hence:

From the ratio D'ID a. total "a.bsorption" factor f ca.n be deh.....1 for
the nuclide in question {equa.tions (10.9), (10.6»

f a:~"..,nth I R,• I R. (1 1 ) I 1 I= IIIlJl.b-+"-- -- , ... +-,.
a,......"... R R OR OR

(10.10)
where OR = the cadmium ra.tio for tha nuclide of interest, of which

the a.etivity is mea.surad;
f ... = the therma.! a.b80rption factor. defined by n.../"... (- RjJ

R...);
f. = the epica.dmium a.bsorption fa.ctor. defined by [aftII.

(R:JR. in the empirical a.pproa.ch of Reynolds a.nd Mullins
(31)); R:/R. is desoriOOd a.s tha a.verage r680na.noe llux
within the sa.mple divided by that va.!ue. if tha sa.mple
were a.bsent. see equa.tion (10.22).

If the neutron ab80rpti;n is only due to a. nuclide which is a. ma.in
constituent of a. sample,the a.bsorption factors f.f... a.nd f. a.re true
self·shielding factora. Noto that from equa.tion (10.10) it a.ppears that
the contribution of epitherma.! neutron a.bsorption to the total a.bsorp.
tion depends on the degree of tbermaJizlLti0i! of the neutrons, i.e. on the
cadmium ratio for the nuclide of interest (ej. Figure 10.4).

(2) Thtl"11UJl ab8orplion, Ihtrmal flra .nhallCt1llllnlllM flra Mrdening.
The therma.! a.b80rption can be computed rea.sona.bly a.ccurately using
equations given by Zweifel (26), on condition that iJ.la7! < 0.1 (32).
Analogous rela.tionships are formulated by other a.uthors (24-29). The
calculation of f... taking into a.ccount the neutron scattering is dis.
cussed by several a.uthors (33-36). but will not be given here.

For a. foil (slab): f ... - 1 - i (0.923 + In~) (10.11)

where z = III (I - thickness of foil in cm).

9
For a. sphere: f ... - 1 - 8z (10.12)

where z - 2rll (r - radius in em).

A sa.mple of powder or irregular pieoes ca.n be treated in terms of a.n
eqniva.lent sphere.

(10.13)
,

For a. wire (cylinder): f ... = 1 - 3"
where z - rll (r - r&dius in cm).

(10.7)

(10.8)elf €p, l'ft
U,eaetor = a o + -.-

ntbv/J

where:

thus:



(10.15)

(10.17)

(10.19)

(10.18)

(10.20)
as

0- 4NapM

R..ud BB - -- .. a lOluLloD
/

It~ [ p pr. ]_""
(NR):z;-- 1 + 0 + 1 - reo + 1)"

I'~ ( pr )-""(NRIA): ;, - 1 + or·

p = a,(Jii,) ;
up

10. SYSTEKATIO EBBORS m ACTIVATION ANALYSIS kf'd
This allowa the caloulaticn of the roaction rate at infinite dilutlon B,

loa follows:

The effect of flux enhancement with increasing volume from intr&
sample neutron moderation and reflection has also been studied by
Johnson (37).

The effect of "flux harderting" (slower neutrons being absorbed
more strongly than f...tor neutrons by nuclidos whoso oross·soction
follows the l/v-law) was shown to be neglibible in most activation
analyses (38).

It is essential to roalize that the factor / ... will be the same for all
constituente of a sample, at I....t for nuclides having a ".bI which
follows the l/v.law up to ..!he Cd cut-oft" energy: / ... can therefore be
called a thermal self-shielding factor, applicable both to standards and
samples. . .

(3) Ruonanu abaorplion. In order to calculate /. - I'~/I, according
to Hogdo.hl, both the infinitely diluted resonance integral I and the
effective resonance integral I~ must be known for the nuclide of
inter..t, or at I....t the ratio I~/I.

(a) Standards (comparators)
In the case of nuclides responsible for the main ..bsorption and thus

for the removal of the neutrons, I. can be caloulated. e.g. when dealing
with pure materials. However. even apprcximl'te computations are
laborious and lead not always to consistent results (39). Reaacnsbly
simple analytical expressions are given by Chernlk and Vernon (40) for a
single Breit-Wigner resonance " without any correction for Doppler
effect. The first equation is the"narrowresonance" (NB).approximation.
the aecondone the "narrow infinitely hoavYabsorbor" (NBIA).approxi.
mation.

(

In these equations I is the ahsorption mean free path in the sample,
dsfined hy

l-1 = LNw(;;), (10.14)

where N, = density of ith nuclide (atoms. em-a); =6.1O"1l8/A where
the density Il depends on the physical fo= of the
sample. For a powder, the apparent density must he
taken;

a(;;),= average absorption cross·section for 'th nuclide. Assum.
ing a Maxwellian diatribution for n(v), an approximate
value for a(;;), is given by

- .J"(293.6)""a(v), = a Ol 2" ---p-

(ef. section V, C, 1 of Chapter 3)
where aol = 2200 m S-I absorption cross section for ith nuclide (see

Appendix I, Table 1);
T = Maxwellian temperature.

In the Case ·of 1 absorbing nuclide, equation (10.14) is simplified to
l-1 = Na(;;)

In the case of one element containing different nuclides, the same
simplification holds, where '

458 ~i""i) NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

(_) __ .J"(293.6)""aV - Uo- __
. 2 T

Uo being the average absorption cross section for the element, and N
the atom density of the element.

Reynolds and Mullins (31) observed that when an equal amount of
substance was irradiated as a solid or in solution, an enhancement of
the reaction rate of 5% for 1.5 ml and of 12% for 30 ml solutions
occurred. lienee:

R
~ = f' = fa (10.16)
RlOlution

The proportionality factor f' is the product of two components:
the total absorption factor f, correcting for the finite dilution of the
solid sample and a, which takes into account the enhancement in
neutron density (a = 0.95 or 0.89 for respectively 1.5 ml and 30 ml
solution).
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where r, aL t. are the partial widthe for gamma, respeotively
neutron emission and r == r., + r"

8, S and M: deDBity, surface and mass of the lump
N: number of absorbing nuclides per cm'

ur(Er): total cross section at maximum of resonance (Table
10.3)

up: potential scattering cross section = 4"R~ (R" = radius
of the nucleus).

Whether to use the NRIA or N R approximation depends on whether
the practical width r[ur(Er)/up)'" is > or < than the maximum loss
in a collision of a neutron with energy Er (resonance energy) with a
nuclide of atomio number A

AEm&x = E[l - (~: ~)'J
For the NRIA approximation,!. = 1.1 1;8/1, (30), whereas for the
NR approximation!. = I18/I.. Some characteristic resonance para.
meters and material constants are given in Table 10.3.

If practica!I;1' one resonance (I,) determines I ••, (i.e. L I, '" I,)
these calculations can lead to reasonably good results (e.g. In, Ag, Au).

If the contribution flom many resonancos must be taken into
account, the calculation becomes too complicated (41) to be ofpracticnl
interest in activation analysis. '

In many cases it has no sense to have very "good" formulae, because
they cannot be applied to practical problems due to the fact that
accurate data are lacking (such as resonance integrals).

A very simple but different approach, which can therefore be recom.
mended in many cases, has been described by Reynolds and Mullins
(31) and is based upon data of self.shielding in cobalt (42). It was
assumed that for any absorber of resonance neutrons an "effective
thickn..... 1'8 exists, auch that

I,.N",
1'8 = I ..N.. I

where I. = resonance integral for element X
I .. = resonance integral for cobalt (65 b)
N. = atom density ofelement X (atoms/em') (in foil, powder ...J
N.. = atom density of cobalt (in foil, powder ...)
I = thickness (cm) of foil, radius of wire, 2/3 of radius of

sphere.



hence:

TABLE 1M
Self shielding date for cobal' eod dilute cobal, e1loyo (H)

(10.23)
:I

/-/",:s; -
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Some experimental and celculated values of /", (equations (10.11)

(10.13))'/0 (equations (10.18), (10.19) or (10.22)),/ (equation (10.10),
assuming a cadmium ratio for gold - 2.85) and I' (-0.95/ in l.6 ml
solution or 0.89/ in 30 ml solution to correct for flux enhancement,
according to Reynolds and Mullins (31)) are given in Table 10.5.

Experimental data. with powdered material were not checked by
calculation, because the apparent density of the powder was not given.
(b) Samples .

In activation anslysis of &amples the picture is usually mora com·
plicated. The effective resonance integral for the nuclide of interest
(e.g. minor or trace constituent) is often less than the dilute integral
(according to the terminology of Hsgdahl), because of neutron'
absorption by the matrix or by nuclides which make up the main
constituents of the &ample. Usually Iolt ~ I, but i!1 some caaea whefe

, the bulk materials have ab&orption peaks which coincide with resonance
peaka in the nuclide of interest, the effect ofepithermal neutron absorp.
tion can be quite large. A1l an illustration Hogdahl considers Iolt for
gold in &amples of silver a.nd cobalt (main resonance peaks, see Table
10.3).

Even if the gold content in silver is a few ppm, I'~ for gold will
decrease rapidly with &ample size, as appearsfrom Table 10.6: I'~ for
gold in a silver sphere of only 48 mg is ca. 85% lower than the dilute
I, which cen ceuse errors in activation a.na.lysis of 2()...45%. ,

On tho othor hand, 1'~ for gold at 4.91 oV laonly a row percent
lower than tho dilute I in the ease of 3% gold in' a ,cobalt sphere of 1 g
(resonance Co: 132 eV), because the resol1&IlCCB do not coincide.

It is very difficult to give general rules for calculating Iolt in the
equation R; = 'PJo~ (30) for .. specifie nuclide in a particular &ample,
because the calculation will depend on the nuclide of interest and on
the composition of the &ample.

However, as already mentioned in the case of the standards, the
effect of epithermal absorption can be made insignificant'by dnuting
the &ample with an inert material or, if this is not possible, by irradiat
ing the &ample in a proper reactor pooition, even if I°lt<:1.

A1lsuming 0.5 < /", :s; 1 and /. :s; I, Hsgdahl derives the following
expression (30):

,

l

(10.22)

1.00
0.99
0.99
0.94
0.38

I ••

0.104 1.00
0.976 0.95

100 0.81
100 0.42
100 0.32

Cobalt content
(maas %) l.(utev)

/. = -0.29 log t,~ = -0.29 log I,.Nz I
IeoNeo

0.127
0.127
0.00254
0.0254
0.0636

'Vire diameter
<em)
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By fitting empirical data on self.shielding of epicadmium ncutrons
in cobalt (42), the equation for, the "atter-uation factor" is:

where I. = ep:fflep~J Le. the average Hresonance flux" in the sample
divided by this value if the sample were absent. This is equivalcnt to
the approach of Hogdahl, where /. = 1'"11. Indccd at high dilution
R. = 'PJ, thus:

R; = 'PJ'~ (Hogdahl) = 'P:~l (Reynolds)

/. = R:/R. = I'~/I or 'P:~/'P'

Obviously equation (10.22) is inaccurate for 1-+0 U. -+ 1). Better
results are obtained in this case by taking the effective cross section
for the most important resonsnce as 1/10 the peak value and using
equations (10.11) to (10.13). Some characteristic rcsonance parameters
and material constants are given in Table 10.3.

The epithermal self.shielding factor can ouly be used to calculate
the effect of absorption of resonance neutrons on the activity induced
in the nuclides which are responsible for the main absorption of the
neutrons, as is the case for resonance self-shielding in the standards.

The effect of resonance self.shielding in standards can be avoided
by irradiation at a position where the fiux is well thermalized. A1l will
be shown further, the effect can be considered to be negligible if, for
the nuclide of interest, OR ~ 50 (Figure 10.4). Another possibility is
dilution of the standard in inert material. This is apparent from the
experimental data reported by Eastwood d. al. (44), which are summa·
rized in Table 10.4.



(10.24)"0 ~
OR~ - 1 + 15.6 (OR.... - 1) i~

or

• I' WU DO' D......." to caIoulr.'- I.tCu) (_ '-X,), u ""uId be oxpeoW
from equA'ion (10.23) t.IW f(Cu) '" I ...

Measured and calculated values for resonance integrals are tabulated
by Drake (47) (Appendix 2, Table 1)•

10. SYSTEMATlO ERRORS IN .l.OTIVATION ANALYSIS ·,tbIJ

•
i.e. if the OR of the nuclide of interest in the irradiation l""'ition
used is :!: 50, the acouracy of the anaIY"iswill be praotioally unafl'ected
even by the existence of a serious absorption of epithermal neutrons
by other constituents, as Iu. :>41 (or I.R./R <,A"Ru./R). It can be
useful to express the cadmium ratio for any nuclide in terms of the
cadmium ratio for gold:

OR~ = I + (OR.... _ 1) I ...."v
I~o.....

-Example: (i) Consider a silver sphere; lO0Ag has a prominent resonance
peak at 5.1 eV. If.copper is a minor constituent in the silver, the
absorption of epithermal neutrons by the matrix will not seriously
affect the specific activity of copper, even at an Irradiation position
where OR.... = 2.6 (or OR("Cu) - 32, from equation (10.24». This
follows from equation (10.23) and can be seen'in Table 10.6 (I(Cu) :>4

1u.)'
(ii) Consider again a silver sphere, containing gold as a minor

constituent. The resonance peake of lUAu (E, - 4.91 eV, .-97% of
the total I) and of IOOAg (E, =5.1 eV + many others) overlap con·

":':.4.e.:.~

TABLE 10.8
Correction Cact.onJ (or neutron welding of copper and gold in Iilver .phelee (30)

<a> OB~. _ 11.4.00
(b) OR•• - 2.8

Weigb' Radiua I .. (Ag)- 1.(Cu) f(Cu) 1.(Au) I(Au)
(mg) (rom) I .. (Ag,Au,Cu) • (A) (b) (A) (b)

"
10.20 0.68 0.88 0.97 0.88 0.88 0.17 0.88 0.60

t
'8.38 1.01 0.31 0.98 0.81 0.82 0.1' 0.81 0.68

166.8 1.63 0.7' 0.93 0.7' 0.76 O.l! 0.7' 0.62

I 704.3 2.6' 0.82 . 0.89 0.82 0.63 0.10 0.82 O.U
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(10.25)

Remar": In the oase of absorption of 6 direoted llux of monoenergetio
neutrons (e.g. 14 MeV nentrons from " small accelerator) tha problem
is simpler. The attenuation process can. indeed. be expressed &8 a
simple exponential l"w. It is, however. important to use tha appropriate
attenuation coeffioients, nI. the oro&S eeotions for dective removal of

(10.27)

(10.28)
_A. w.

1-- ..0.97 A. w. •

•"'l'
3.5% even in an irradiation position where OR.. _ 2.6. CalL .led
values for I. are given in Table 10.6./111 wascaloulatedfrom equations
(10.12) and (10.14) &SBUming an alloy containing the av~agebetween
94% Ag, 1% Au and 5% ofelements with zero llbsorption oro&S eeotion.
and 98% Ag, 1%Au and 1% Cu (I .. 0.0187../1' om. where '.1' - 396'K
for OR... - 2.6, and l' - 340'K for OR.. - 11.(00). I Was caJou1&ted
from equation (10.10). The copper content of tI\e silver aph8rea can be
calculated from:

..4.. w.,
--JCD

1.025..4.. w.

where w. is the weight of the copper standard (30 mg pellets). Tho
faotor 1.025 oorreotS for self.shielding in the copper standard (f ::: 0.97).

The gold eontent oan be oaleulated from

where w. is the weight of the gold standard (10.50 and 75 I'g gold
in 0.75 ml solution); the faotor 0.97 correote for thermal enhancement
in the gold standard solutions. Good sgrooment was found between
results of aotivation analysis and olllssioal anaiysis.

nl. Cu: aot. &Ual. 1.03%; olsssicalanalysis 1.07%
Au: act. anal. 1.05%: olaasir.al analysis 1.03%

From Tab!e 10.6 it is apparent that even for silver spheres. weighing
only 10 mg, e'TOrs of 12% for copper and 12-40% for gold (depending
on the irradiation position) can be made, if no corrections are made.

Because the general complexity of the problem of caloulating tha
effects of neutron absorption often prohibita an aoourate theoretical
treatment, an analysis should. if possible. he carried ont by a method
which either eliminates or experimenr..Ily determines the absorption
effects. Tho above diseussion is, however. useful to dssign the analysis
80 as to minimize errors."

~
..;..'I""'''_'' •• '''''.1 ......... ,,........~ _'_"'11.0
d ...,

I
siderably and !thermal neutron absorption by sih'er will have a
large influence on the specific activity of '18Au. However, if the
irradiation is done at a place where ORA' is sufficienUy high (e.g.
11,400, sec Table 10.6) the effect is ncgligihle ami again 1(.'1.11) :::
It.(Au) -/th(Ag).

If the sample cannot be diluted and/or if OR for U.e nuclide of
interest is not ~ 50,1. mllst be calcnlated. There are two possibilities:

(i) No overlapping of resonances occurs.
(ii) The main absorption resonances in tho nuclide ofinterest overlap

practically completely with main resonance. in the nuclides which
make up the main constitllents in the sample.

Ezamples: (i) copper in silver.
Calculations are given by Regdahl (23,30), but will not be repeated

here, as the I. value does not influence I(Cu), see above.
(il): gold in silver.

J, wa.s calculated as follows. As lll7Au has its main resonance at
approximately the same neutron energy wher. .. lAg also has a
prominent peak, it is reasonable to assume that I:w(Au) will decrease
at the same rate as I:~(Ag), i.e.

(I'J (I'") (I'") (I'")-'- ::: -'- Further -'- ~ ~
11 All 11 Ai 11 Au I tot A.U'

(I~"/I')AI can be calculated according to Chernick and Vernon (40)
if the resonance parameters are known (see Table 10.3; Up = 4.7 h).
As rrur(Er)/upJ'/' = 0.1525 (34,000/4.7)'/' = 12.95 eV; since this is
more than liE.,., for neutrons of 5.1 eV, the NRTA approximation
must be followed, and 10% added to the calculated value of 11"//•.
By putting the approximate resonance parameters and the value
0.4865 x 5.86 x 10" for the number of "'Ag nuclides/em' (N) into
this equation, one gets

(Ii"/l.)A, = (1 + 1180 r)-'/' (10.26)

where r = radius of the sphere in em (8/M for a sphere = 4lTl"/1-m"0 =
3/or). Ouly approximate calculations for j'" (the total resonance
integral) are pOSBible as reliable data for all the resonance parameters
are lacking: consequenUy differences of 20-40% for l,w between two
extreme values are found.

Rowever, the difference between the corre.ponding I·values is only



Remark: The dilution method can eliminats self·abeorption effects, but
it is still possible that samples and standards are not exposed to the
same external neutron flux. The difficnity ofan inhomogeneous flux can
be overcome by irradiating the targets one after Mother and using a
small flux monitor attached to a fixed position in the irradiation can or
rabbit. In some cases an internal standard can be used (see further).
not only for reactor. but also for 14 MeV neutrou irrediation, where the
flux inhomogeneity can be an important source of error.

(3) Slo.ndard addilima method. It is not always possible to eliminate
self.absorption effects, particularly if the matrix has a high abeorption
er088 section. A typical example is the detarmination of impuritiea in
cobalt metal by Speeoke and Maca (40). It is then simpler to design the

k:J
1.5) errors of 40% can occur with an antimony standard of 100 1 )3).

(2) Diluli<nunethod.Ifthe eelf.ahielding is due to resonance or therDW
absorption. the effect can often be eliminated by using su1licientJy
small samples. Some practical data for the influence of sample size on
the neutron ahieldi:1g for different NBS steels, containing cobalt and
tungsten. are given in Figure 10.7 (48). Some elements have. however.
such large absorption cross sections. that I will be aigniJicantJyamaller
than unity, even for samples of leas than 10 mg (Ag, Au, Rh, Yr. In.
Hg, Cd••••). If such an element is the matrix material, the high ".bo
value can be compensated for by a su1licientJy low value of N, or N
(atoms/em') (see for instance equations (10.11)-(10.13) in the caae of
thermal absorption and equations (10.18)-(10.20) in the caae of
resonance absorption), in other words. by diluting them with materials
which have low absorption crosa sections (water, graphite, lead
powder. augar, MgO, GaO. Al.O., SiO••••). If large volumes of water
are used for dilution, flux -enhancement must be taken into account
(32,37). The effect of.diluting Sb.O. with graphite or lead is represented
in Figure 10.8 (ORAO - 5.5 at the irradiation position used).

For a totel weight of 1 g, Sb.O. must be diluted with at 1eaat 50
times its own weight of graphite to obtain a constant ~peci1io activity
(22).

From Table 10.4 it appears that even for thick wires of a dilute
Co-AI alloy, thermal and resonance eelf.absorption are negligible. If
such an element is used as a standard. it is normally irradiated as a
dilute solution or a known quantity of that solution can be spotted on a
filter paper and dried (49).

1
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14 MeV neut.. "as indicated in Appendix 4, Table 5. The prohlem is
illustrated by an example, given in Chapter 7, sectioll II, A.

(c) Corrections
(I) Ohoiu of neutron .peclrum. If the self.shielding is due to

resonance absorption only, the effect can be made negligible by irradiat.
ing in a well thermalized neutron spectrum (e.g. Figure 10.4). If a
thermal column is used, where the cadmium ratio for IUSb or "'Sb is
large (> 50), sntimony spheres weighing up to 100 mg can be irradiated
without introducing any errors due to absorption effects. At an
irradiation position where OR;,.. = 2.6 (OR IUSb = 2.08; OR '''Sb .;.

Sample weight (mg)

Fig. 10.7. Influence ohamplo .iz.e on the noutron solr.shielding (48).
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cadmium ra".~ for the isotope used in the determination is large (;, 50).
Then:

where A, and A,e are th~ measured aetivities of a suitable radionuolide
of the element under investigation, at time I, in the sample containing
ax + 0 and bx mg of the element respectively; x is the concentration of
the element, which can be calculated as a, band c are known and as
A" At and" (from equation 10.29) are measured. Note that the two
samples need not be irradiated in the same canor even at the same time,
and that the correction factor" corrects for both inhomogeneities of
the neutron flux and for .. different therm..1neutron absorption in the
two samples.

If the OR for the nuclide of interest is not >50, some specilio
requirements must be ..dded (23). Indeed, by using equ..tions of the
Bame form as equ..tion (10.9) one gets:

From equ..tion (10.8) ..nd the definition of the cadmium r..tio foliowB,
that this condition will be fulfilled (1°) if the absorption effect for
therm..1 neutrons is the Bame:

iith/n'b = iit.Jn~, Le. that the sampleB ..re approxim..tely e'lual in
weight and in geometrical Bhape; (2°) if the OR fer the two irr..diation
positions is the sams for the two samples: 'P,/ntb = 'P: /ntb' Le. the
OR does not change rapidly with the space coordin..tes if the samples
are irr..diated simultaneously and (3°) if I's = Ie'S and IeS(St) =
Ie'S(St), Le. that the isotope of the element of interest, of which tho
induced activity is used in the determin..tion, has no large resonance
pe..ks, so that its ..ddition (0) does not change I's or I"(St) (53).

If this nuclide h..s peaks which overlap reson..nce peaks in the

A, az + 0
-=---"At bx

A,(St)

At(St)
and

A, ax + c a:::'etor iitb-=--------
Aj b:r: ar:~tor 1i~

Therefore, the condition which must be fulfilled is:

(10.30)

(10.31)

(10.32)

(10.33)

nuolide used as internoJ stsndllrd or over1&p resonance peaks ... the
nuclides which m..ke up the mllin constituenta in the lIlloIIIp!e, reamo
tions mUBt be set to the ..mount 0 of the element lldded (see ..hove:
hypothetiCllI e""mple of determining gold in iron). In the ..hove
references, the ..otivities of tungsten, vmadium &nd m&nga.nese &nd
of the internsl stsnd&rds were counted in steel without chemiC&!
sep..r..tion. In the following enmple, the llddition method is used
together with the intern&1 stsndllrd method for the determin&tion of
tr..ces of iridium in ruthenium (54). Six ruthenium lIlloIIIples of IS mg,
containing .... 0.04% onr, were irr&di&ted in solution; to three lIlloIIIples
2.5 I'g of Ir (i.e. 0.050%) WllS added prior to ..otintion. After irr&dia
tion, the ruthenium m..trix WlIS diBtilled &nd its activity used lIS &n

intern&1 stsndllrd. The iridium ..etivity could be mell8urecl in the
residue without further chemiC&! separ..tions. Some deta &re given in.
T..ble 10.7.

TABLE 10.7
Determination oC It in oommeroial Ru by the addition method

and usmg the ltlRu activit.y .. an intetnRl.t.andard

Heigh' '98 Ke\>"
%Ir Heigh' 317 KeV photopeak ('''Ru Heigh' 317 KeV

added photopeak ("'lr) In diali1lale) (normalized) .

0 11,500 12,UO (_1) 11,500

0 9,160 12,260 9,"0
0 11,070 13,760 10,185
0.050 20,020 11,813 22,008

0.050 25,350 13,200 24,298
0.050 18,300 8,070 25,850

Another eJ<&mple (55) where the llddition method ..00 the intern&!
standard method &re used together is the determin&tion of gold
(lt8Au mell8ured, 411 KeV photopeak) in p1&tinum after sep&r&tion
of the gold ..etivity from the sample, using lltAu (deughter of ll1Pt,
photopeili ..t 158 ..00 208 KeV) lIS &n intern&! standard. Counting is
carried out uBing Do le&d ..bsorher to reduce pile up ofthe lltAu aotivity.

The r..tio "BAU/"'Au is directly proportion&! to the gold content
in platinum ..nd is independent from Jlux inhomogeneities, from
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absorption, JIs and even from different weight, different chemical
yield and different counting time (as T,/,(lU',\U) <:; T",('''Au».
Some data are shown in Table 10.8.

TABLE 10.8
Measured net. activities opuAu (411 KeV) and

l"Au (208 KeV)

411l{eV
Counting 208 KeV ·Ul KeV

Sample mg time (net) (net) 208KeV

1't 1 54 30m 160,240 1,040 0.01123
1'tl 100 30m 292,052 3,446 0.01170

1't 1 + 1.14 100 30m 270,088 7,316 0.02621
ppm Au

1't 2 100 3m 23,240 0,754 0.4105
1't 2 100 3m 32,016 13,362 0.4174
1't 2 100 3m 32,794 14,738 0.4494
1't 3 100 3m 32,222 11,649 0.3615
1't 3 100 3m 20,598 7,367 0.3577
1't3 100 3m 31,138 11,520 0.3700

From the sample with addition one finds that for 1 ppm of gold the
ratio 411 KeV/208 KeV is 0.01287, hence the gold content for samples
1,2 and 3 can be calculated to be 0.90, 32.8 and ~7.7 ppm respectively.

De Soote, De Neve and Hoste (56) described a l'.spectromctric
determination of As in Ge ("As measured at 1.21 MeV), after chem.ical
separation of As,S. from the Ge·oxalatc complex, using "As (daughter
of "Ge measured at 0.246 MeV) as an internal standard. The ratio
"As/"As can better be determined by ,a.spectrometry, using a pla.tic
scintillator (Figure 6.19). The maximum ,a.energy for "As is 0,700
MeV, for "As 2.98 MeV. '

Remark: The addition method, the internal standard method and the
dilution method all suffer from two disadvantages:

(I) a really homogeneous mixture must be obtained for the method
to be valid (ideal situation: irradiation in solution);
(2) the manipulation of the samples prior to activation introduces
the possibility of contaminating the samples. Tills is particularly
dangerous in the case of trace analysis for comlllon elements (Cu,

ii'I
Zn, As, .•.). In the caae of minor constituent analysis (V, W, ..... in
steel) or trace analysis for rarer elements (Ir in Ru) this aspect
becomes less important.

The two disadvantages mentioned diJlappear if the specifio activity
of the element under investigation ca.n bE> found from .tandard samples
of known content. For trace analysis this is however a difficult problem.
Wood (57) describes the determination of silicon in iron and .teel
with 14 MeV neutrons, using liMn (formed by (n, p) reaction on liFe)
as an internal standard. No silicon is lidded to determine the specilic
activity of uAI, but a series of NBS and BCS samples Is used to
construct a calibration curve. The ratio uAi/"Mn is directly propor.
tional to the content ofsilicon and is indspendant from the fiUJ:. Again,
the internal standard is used to correct as well for neutron fiUJ: inhomo.
geneity, a. for self.absorption. Routine analyses of silicon (-3%) in.
magnetic steel, with a stan<l».rd deviation of ca. 1% for a single deter·
mination, have l'ecently been described. The net uAi and liMn
activities were counted using two &ingle-channel analyzers (58).

(5) E:tlrapolali<m method. The effect of self shielding is readily
demonstrated by irradiating a series of samples of varying weight and
containing the elemcnt of interest. After calculating the concentration
of the element, without correcting for any absorption efl'ects, the
results are plotted versus sample weight. By extrapolation to zero
weight one obtains the content corrected for self.absorption. This
method (59) does not require a manipulation of the samples prior to
irradiation. It is however obvious that the method requires a homo.
geneous neutron fiux over the samples and the standards, because it
can only correct for self.absorption. This was also the caae for aJl the
methods above, with the exception of the internal standard method.

The method must be used with precaution, as was pointed out by
Hegdahl (23). In Figure 10.9 the gold content in silver spheres of
different weight ill plotted against the sample weight, without any
correction for neutron absorption: (a) after irradiation in a "thermal
column" (OR.D ~ 11,400) and (b) after irradiation in a "fast column"
(OR.D = 2.6). The values (c) were determined after correction (Table
10.6). Extrapolation of curve (a) can easily introduce errors of ca. 5%
if data of samples down to 10 mg are available, and errors of ca. 20%
for samples down to 150 mg.

In the caae of curve (b) the extrapolation method is quite inapplic.
able, because errors oica. 40% are introduced, even ifsamples weighing
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tion cr08l section are to be analyzed, as for instance cadmium, ,. is
also poaaible to avoid neutron shielding differences between the samp1ell
and the standards by i{radiating them in a sufficiently thick box or
foil of the matrix eloment (Cd in this example).

This method was followed by Baumgli.rtner (60) for the determination .
of cblorine in cadmium. The impurities wlll obviously only be activated
by neutrons which are not absorbed by the cadmium foil, hence the
sensitivity will decrease. However, the sensitivity is in many Cll868

sufficiently high, partienlarly if the activation is earried out in the
reactor core, even in the unfavourable case ohesonanoe absorption of
thermal neutrons. Care must be taken to use no packing materie.!,
such as polythene, after the "neutron filter", ·to avoid secondary·
moderation. This method can e.Iso be used in the ane.lysia ofepitherme.!
resonance absorbers, such as gold, silver and indium.

(b) Separation prior 10 arJ.iootion. In 80me IlIllle8 it is poaaible to
separate the matrix before irradiation. Ordogh el 01. (61) removed the
bulk of uranium from their samples by a specifio paper chromato.·
graphio method prior to aotivatlon: anitrio &cid-ether mixture removes
the uranium (ca. 100 mg) which leaves the paper, while other cations
(Ag, Cr, Co, Fe, P, Cd) remain at the starting posiuon. This procedure
eliminates also the formation of high aotlvities "due to thil Produotion
of .. 'Np and of various fission produots from uranium. These conld
give rise to primary interference (see next section). Copper and molyb
denum contamination was, however, obeerved.

If elements like Mo, Ru, Te ..• must be determined in uranium,
the matrix must be completely removed to avoid primary interference
(see further). A complete removal is, however, practically impoaaible
without losses of the elements to be determined. For that reason,
Panly el al. (62) used a combination of isotope dilution (to determine
the chemice.! yield of the preseparatlonj and aotivation ane.lysia. As
the analysis is by isotope dilution, the separation does not need to be
quantitative and can be carried out so as to minim;u the blank
correction.

Another approach has been described by Mark el 01. (63) for the
determination of gold in sea water. The noble mete.! is deposited on a
cathode of pyrolytio graphite; the lower end of the cathode is then cut
off and irradiated. This procedure eliminated the formation of high
UNa + "01 activities, but introduced also the poaaibllity of con·
taminating the samples from reagents, electrodes, etc. Correction can
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only 10 mg are analyzed. It i. practically impossihle to analyze eamples
so small that an accurate extrapolation can be performed.

Therefore, if the bulk part of the matrix has large resonance absorp
tion peaks which 'lverlap tho.e of the isotope under investigation, the
method Oal> only be used if the irrawationa are carried out at a place
in the reoctor where the oadmium ratio i. large (> 50). In this oase the
contribution to the total indur.ed activity due to epithermal neutrons
is small and the method must be combined with the first one (choice
of neutron spectrum). But even then the effect of thermal neutrons can
sometimes ",ske it difficult to use this method, as very small eamples
(e.g. 10 mg) must be analyzed.

(6) Other methods. (a) Neutron filter•• If matrices with a higb ab.urp-

300 500
50mpJe wei9ht (mg)

Fig. 10.9. Concentra.tion oC Au in Ag.spheres. (o.) without correcting for
absorption effects (OR as 11.400), (h) without correcting for absorption effeots
(OR _ 2.6), (c) after correction for absorption effects (see Table 10.6) (23) (30).
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however ea.. _ .;e performed by a blank determination. Other e"amples
are given in Chapter 7J section I, H.

(C) INTERFERING NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Apart from self shielding for thermal or resonance neutrons ill the
samples or in the compare.tors and failure to detect fiux gradients at
the irradiation position, other nuclear sources of error must be con
sidered, e.g. interference from primary and second order reactions.

I. Pri11UlnJ Reactions

(a) (n, p) and (n, Cl) readioll'. As an (n, p) reaction on element Z + 1
or an (n, Cl) reaction on element Z + 2 can give the same reaction pro
duct as an (n, ,,) reaction on element Z, it is obvious that the presence
of elements Z + 1 or Z + 2 can interfere with the determination of
element Z. The same reactions induced in the next adjoining elements
may also interfere if the~' produce radionuelides which decay through
positron emission or electron capture to the activation products of
interest.

The interference will obviously be moro or Ie.. serious, depending
on the relative concentrations of the target nuclides in the sample, on
the ratio fast/thermal flux and on the ratic of the cross sections
involved. Fortunately, the cross sections for (n, 1') snd (n, Cl) reactions
are generally quite low compared to the (n, ,,) crOss sections, SO that
these reactions normally (not always) cause serious interference only
in the presence of macro-quantities of the interfering elements (i.e. the
interfering element is the matrix, or the element to be determined is
present in extremely low concentration and the interfering element is
a minor constituent). This interference will, of course, be less important
or even negligible if the irradiation ia carried out in a well thermalizcd
neutron spectrum.

The importance of a primary interference can be estimated, if the
ratio thermal/fast flux for the irradiation position and the values
a.(n, ,,) and a(n, p) ... for the nuclides concerned are known; a.(n, ,,)
is given in Appendix 1,' whereas a(n, p), a(n, Cl) for a number cf
nuclides is given in Appendix 3. For other cases, estimated a-values by

*Actually the value (Jructor = gcr. +(",.II9'ua) must be used in the ca1aulations
(ace section I of this chapter).

"l'"
Roy and Hawton (64) can be used. The e&1culation will be given •..& tha
determination ofcopper in zino from measurements ofthe "Cu activity,
for an irradiation position where 9'tb - 4 X 10" and ;p - 2.17 X 1010

n cm-l S-l (e/. Chapter 3, section VI, B).
Reaction: "Cu (n,,,)"Cu, 0 = 0.691, a.(n,,,) - 4.3 b, 9'tb - 4 X lO",

A = 63.64 (at. weight).
Interfering reaction: "Zn(n, p)"Cu, 0' - 0.489, a(n, p) - 39 mb,

ip = 2.17 X 1010, A' = 65.17.
The ratio of the "Cu aotivities, produced respectively from 1 g of

natural zinc and 1 g of natural copper is given by (e/. equation 10.1)

AlYipa(n, p) _ 3.50 X 10-& (10.34)
A'Oep",a(n, y)

(see also Chapter 3, section V, C, 3b (6)).
This means that an ap~nt copper content of 350 ppm will be

found in copper-free zinc. Mellish u al. (65) measured an interference
equivalent to ca. 700 ppm after irradiation in the centre of BEPO.
Irradiation at the edge of the reactor reduced this error to ca. 1 ppm.
Gijbels (64) found in rhodium an appn.rent rnthenium content of 17
ppm, due to tho reaction ,.aRh (n, p)l.IRu (ii = 0.11 mb), by irradiat
ing the samples in the Isotope train ofthe BR-l reactor (Mol, Belgium).
The cross section for the reaction 1OlRu(n, ,,)'.IRu is 1.44 b.

The nuclear reaction "Fe(n, p)IIMn (a = 0.93 mb) will interfere
with the determination of manganese in iron. Bouton (53) found that
the "Mn/UFe activity ratio was 13, II and 0 for & cadmium ratio
(measured with gold) of 5, 40 and 150 respeotively. Hence, the irradi&
tions were carried out in the reflector of the BR-l reactor, to eliminate
spurious liMn activities.

The determination of vanadium in high-alloy steels containing
chromium can be disturbed by tha reaction lacr(n, p)UV. Heate (48)
calculated an error of 1% for & chromium/vanadium ratio of 1000/1, if
irradiations were carried out near the reflector of BR-l (OR~. - 280;
ep'b - 1010 n cm-l S-l). This is normally neg:igible. In 1... f&vourable
conditions, however, the error can become quite important. In activa.
tion analysis with a cyclotron, whore neutrons are produced with 26
MeV deuterons on a beryllium target and thormallzed in & 20 em
paraffin block, a ohromium/vanadium ratio of 1000/1 would give rise
to & 220% error.

In a similar way, the reaction l'AI(n, Cl)UN& (iT - 3.1 mb) gives &
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spurious sodl...., activity equivalent to 81 ppm in tho determination
of sodium ("0 = 0.54 b) in aluminium (66).

For a thermal to fast flux ratio of 7.7, apparent concentrations for
zinc and gallium in GeO, of 11.2 and 0.36 ppm respectively were
found from the reactions 72Ge(n, ,,)""'Zn and "Ge(n, p)"Ga.
Consequently it is impossible to determine directly Zn and Ga in
high purity germanium, if a completely thcrm~lized neutron flux with
sufficient intensity is not available. Separation of tl,e bulk of the ger.
manium prior to activation is then required (67).

Due to the interfering reaction 1l0Cd(n, 1')110'" Ag, silver cannot
directly be determined in CdS. Lux (68) used therefore an electro
lytic separation before irradiation. The increased probability of
disturbing (n, 1') or (n, ,,) reactions by fast neutrons, if activation is
carried out in high neutren fluxes (1-3 x 10" n cm-' a-1) is discussed
by Maslov (69) fer a number of cases: "Na in Mg and AI, UK in Sc,
"lIIn in Fe and Co, "Cu in Zn, "Ga in Ge, "Fe in Co and Ni, ""'Zn
in Ge, 110'"Ag in Cd, "Ca in Ti, and "1' in Sand Cl. (See at.o Chapter 7,
seetien I, H).

The above considerations can also be applied to the inverse problem.
For the experimental determination of an average cross section in a
fission neutron apectrum, a(n, 1'), a(n, ,,), the element Z concerned
must be free from elements Z-1 or Z-2, e.g. aluminium mUllt be free
from sodium to determine the a of "AI(n, ,,)UNa. The problem can,
however, partly be solved by irradiating the samples under cadmium,
to avoid thermal activation by the reaction "Na(n, y)"Na. Epithermal
activation is then atill possible, of course.

Sometimes the "interfering reaction" is used instead of the thermal
neutron reaction, if its aensitivity is better and/or tho radionuclide
formed is more easily detected. A typical e",ample is the determination
of sulfur by the aensitive faat neutron reaction "S(n, 1')"1' ("S:
8 = 95.0%; a(n, 1') = 60 mb; 321': 'I',l. = 14.3 d) instead of "S(n, y)"S
(US: 8 = 4.22%; "0 = 260 mb; "S: '1'.,. = 87 d). Moreover, "s ia
a much weaker p·emitter (0.167 MeV) than"P (1.701 MeV)..

Similarly, "Se and "Sc are formed by (n, 1') reactions on UTi and
'OTi and have half·lives of 44 hand 67 m respectively, whereas the
half·life of UTi, formed by (n, y) reaction on 6OTi, is 6.8 m only. The
latter isotope cannot be used for analysis if one must wait some time
after the end of the neutron irradiation. See at.o Chapter 7, aection IV,
B.

it
In faat neutron activation, interfering reacti0118 are more impo...a.nt,

as the cross sections for the reactions concerned are of the same order
of magnitude. Consequently serious interf'erence can be caused by the
presence ofevenamall amountsofanother nuclide (othertraceimpurity).

EzampZ" the presence of fluorine in .. IIaII1ple will interfere with the
determination of oxygen by the reaction UO(n, p)llN' ("'''laV _ 40
mb: 8 = 99.768%), due to the formation of the Il&me radionuclide
by the reaction "F(n, ,,)"N ("', HaV _ 67 mb: 8 _ 100%). The cross
aections are of the same order ofmagnitude. Correction is possible if the
fluorine concentration is determined by an independent reaction:
"l!'(n, 1')"0 ("'''laV - 136 mb, other references: 16 mb). "0 is
longer lived than liN (29.4 a against 7.4 a) and can be determined after
the decay of liN.

It ia worthwhile to note here, that in 14 MeV neutron activation
analysis of ahort·lived isotOpes, interference from another element is
often possible, even if another ra~onuclide is formed other than in the
reaction of int.....t. In many caaOO short-lived radionuclides emit high
energy p'a or y'a, making a apecifio determination diffioult or even
impoasible. High intensities of p. or ,..raya oflower energy can interfere
also by pile up in the detector and (or) counting equipment. The
presence of boron interferes with the determination of oxygen (UN:
,. = 6.13 M&V + others: Tv, - 7.4 c) by the reaotion llB(n, p)llBe
(llB: 8 - 80.93%; "'''''V _ 3.2 mb; TVI - 13.6 I) duo to high
energy p-raYI (11.6 and 9.3 MeV); errors of 100% are reported for ..
ratio boron/oxygen = 10/1 to 40/1 depending on experimental con·
ditions. Similarly, the determination of oxygen in selenium is disturbed
by the 5.4 and 6 MeV p-raya of 10As,formed by the reaction, "'Se(n, 1')'
IOAs (lOSe: 8 = 49.82%, ""HaV ::: 13 mb; Till - 15 a). If the inter·
fering radionuclide hs.s .. half.life >7.4 a, correction ia possible by
two aubsequent countinga. The differeuee is .. measure for the lIN'
activity.

(b) (n,1l reactiona

Another primary interference reaction in thermsJ neutron activation
ia the presence of fissior:able materisJ. Even if only .. amall amount
of auch .. nuclide ("'U for instance) is present in a sample, it can cause
significant and often unexpected errors in the determination of ",any
elements in certain regions of the periodio table. Dams (70) found

/



where a(n, f) = the cross section of natural uraniurn for fission = 4.18 b
A. = atomic weight of natural uranium = 238.03
N" = Avogadro's number
S, = I - exp (- ~,t.) where ~, = disintegration constant

for the isotope i
y, .= total fission yield for the isotope i.

For the (n, 1') reaction, equation (10.1) must be used. For I g of the
element "', one calculates

'Zo~ ~'::\fj bllliU'i'iWbl AU.1'.1VA'.1'W.N A.NAL¥Bl~
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serious intent:ij.·ences from traces of uranium in the determination of
very low concentrations of molybdenum and tellurium in znSO.
solutions for industrial zinc electrolysis. '''U traces are also found in
HF, which is a by product of uranium diffusion plants. For a given U
content in the sample, the interference depends on the fission yield for
the radionuclide of interest and on the activation cros.. section and
isotopic abundance of the "corresponding" stable nuclide. Very un.
favourable cases are Mo, Te a:ld Oe for instance. The interference can
be estimated in the following way. Assuming that I g of natural
uranium is present, the activity for a. given isotope i from fi.ssion can
be calculated from

. te r A,(n, f) 4.18 y,Az
10 r,erence = = (10.37)

A,(n, .1') 238.03 8a(n,1')

Examplu: "'Oe (y = 0.06: 8 = 0.88: a(n, 1') = 0.31 b), interf. = 0.54
"'Ce (y = 0.057: 8 = 0.11; a(n, 1') = I b), interf. = 1.26

lUNd (y = 0.027: 8 = 0.17: a(n, 1') = 2 b), interf. = 0.20
"'Sm (y = 0.0015; 8 = 0.26: a(n, 1') = 140 b), interf. =

0.0001
"Mo (y = 0.061; 8 = 0.24; a(n, 1') = 0.5 b), interf. = 0.85.

From these data it follows that trace analysis for light rare earth ele.
ments (maximum fission yield) in mincrals by neutron activation analy.
sis will be practically impossible, if uranium is present in the same
concentration range. For the heavy members of the group (lower 5ssion
yield) the situation is less unfavourable (71).

2. &wnd4ry Reactimll

Secondary reaotiOJlB are induced by ,..rays or ch&rged particles
..vailable from (n, 1') or (n, p) and (n, CIt) reactions. These reactions are
scldom significant in reactor irr&d.i..tions because the photons and
charged partioles, created by reactor neutrons, have either too Iowan
energy or too Iowan intensity to be significant (73). Cuypers (74)
disCUBBeB the formation of 'IN in polyethylene by 14 MeV neutron
irradiation. By collision of 14 MeV neutrons with hydrogen atoma in the
sample, high.energy protons sr.e formed, which interact with the carbon
and give the ''C(p, n)'IN reaction (Q-2.26 MeV; PlI.-IO m). The
same reaction limits the determination of nitrogen in hydrocarbons
by the reaction UN(o, 2n)lIN to ooncentrations greater than 0.1%(75).

A theory which prediots the amount of 'IN produced has been
advanced (76) and might easily be extended to the ease where oxygen
is also present when additional 'IN is produced by the reaotion
UO(p, a) liN. The theory states thet the liN produotion rate depends
on the proton llu:l:, whioh is proportional to the produot of hydrogen
density and proton-range, and on the carbon and oxygen concentration.
The liN production also limits the determination of copper inlubricat
ing oils, since "Cu has the same half.life as UN and sinca both radio
nuolides are positron emitters (77). Other secondary reactions initiated
by "knock.on" partioles have been observed and even applied (79,80).
Aumann and Born (81) described a eimple and r..pid non-dastruotlve
procedure for determining 110 abundanc;ea in hydrogen.oontainlng

.....................- _ _ - -., -
In practice, the importance of~ interference for a given .....Jpe

can be estimated by determining the ur&Dium content of theeam~
from the IUNp activity, and then determining (or ..t I....t calculating)
the activity of the r&d.ionuolide of interest, which should be formed
from thet ..mount of ur&Dium in the same experimental oonditionft. If
the interference is too high, it can even be better to sap_to ur&Dium
from the sample prior to aotivation (see above).

A special case of primary interference can occur during the deter.
mination of bismuth in lead through the reaotion "'Bi(n, 1')I1OBi.
The ..OBi activity (PlI. = 4.90 d) can also be present as a member of
the "'u series. Consequently, the mass.activity proport.ionality is not
maintained. This error can be estimated by determining the activity
of I10Bi (or its daughter "opo) in lead without neutron activation (72).

/

(10.35)

(10.36)A,(n,1') = a(n, 1')8'PlhN"S./Az

The ratio A,(n, f)/A,(n, 1') gives the interference:



:~:stances L~I ::::i::·"~~:::~::; :::"by neutron-proton
recoil in .. resctor. ReactiollS occurring in neutron irradiated samples
of w..ter and organic compounds (C, H, 0, N) are: "N(n, 2n)"N;
''C(p, n)"N; ''C(p, y)nN; "O(p, «)nN; "N(p, «)11C; "O(p, ,,)"F.
If the samples are enriched in deuterium the following reactions are
possible: "C(d, n)nN; l'C(d, 2n)nN; "O(d, ,,)"F ..nd "O(d, 2n)l8F.

3. See<md Order Reacliona

Two types of second order reactiollS occur: those which enhance
the production of an activation product s.nd those which decrease its
"concentr..tion". ReactiollS of the first type usually occur when ..
major collStituent of the sample, or the m..trix itself, &nd the trace
element h..ve adjacent atomic numbers. In this case, activation pro
ducts of the major cOllStituent may decay to .. et..ble isotope of the
trace element, &dding to its concentration. Long irradiation times and
large reactor fluxes will greatly enhance t.he production of the trace
element. In section III, E, of Chapter 5 the theoretical aspect of the
problem h.... already been discussed.

In equation (5.63) the number of interfering nuclides (4) was oak;!.
~ed: \

6.025 x 10"0, 2 ,-, •
Ndlb) = 'P ",,,,F,A, L:0, exp (-Altb) (10.38)A, ,_,

where: 0, = isotopic abundance of nuclide (1) in element Z;
0, = isotopic abundance of nuclide (3) in element (Z ± 1);

A,.A, = ..tomic weight of element (I), (3);
If> = 9':eactol = reactor neutron flux;

0'110'3 = O':uctor =- isotopic aotivation crpss section. expressed in
terms of .. reactor cross section, thus including reson
ance activ..tion (see section I of this chapter).

The number of radioactive nuclei 11'" formed by direct activation
of Il'g of the element (Z + I) or (Z - I), which has to be determined
in element Z can be calculatel from equation (10.1):

, 6.025 x 10" O'''''P
N,(lb) = A A [I - exp (-Ai.)) (10.39), ,

Hence, the ..pp..rent concentration (in ppm) of the element (Z ± 1).
formed from element Z by second order reaetion, can directly be

, .~ ,.' 'f
calculated from the r..tio N,fN,: 1_'

A °'P",F .A,A,~ 01up (-Allb)
• , 1:, 10' (1040)

ppm(Z ± 1) = A,O.. 1 - up (-A,lb) •

From this equation appes.rs th..t - in first ..pproxim..tion - the inter·
ference is proportionsJ to the flux &nd to ",.

It C&n be Ilhown by ealeulstion, th..t the final result is pr&etieally
independent from ". (implicitly present in 0d. but thet it is direetly
proportional to "" so that reson&Qce &etiv..tion of nuolide (1) must be
included, whereas it can be omitted for nuolide (3). It can sJoo he
shown th..t the apparent eoncentration is directly proportionsJ to
'P, ..s far as burn-up is negligible (e.g. A, - A, + 'P", 11$ ".). so thet
numerieal values fQr &ny flux can be deduced from the vsJues given
in T..ble 10.9.

Some forty CllS68 of sec~nd order interferences can be expected.'
Ricci ..nd Dyer (82) ealcul..ted the interference for 23 cases as a function
of irradi..tion time. 'l'he ..bov.e equations arc tedious to solve by hand
..nd often lead to loss in significance in performing the summ..tions
of the exponential terms 0, exp (-Allb)' To ms.ke the ealcu!&tions, ..
computer has to be progr&mmed in &n &dequate eomputer eode.
Simpler formulas can be derived in tho following w..y: tho! number of
nuclei N. formed per second &fter &n irradi&tion time 'b is given by:

11'. - Nf'P'" [1 - up (-"alb)); (A. 11$ "J (10,41)
".

The corresponding number of dishltegr..tions or nuclei (2) per second
is tIlen given by "aN. - Nf'P'" [1 - exp (-"alb)). This sJoo gives tile
number of (st&ble) nuclei (3), formed per second assuming F. - 1.
The total number of atoms (3), formed &fter &n irr&diation time Ib is
calculated by integration of tile I...t equation:

11'.(lb) _ f:bN. ellb _ Nf'P"{lb _ 1 - e~: -"alb)] (10.42)

If 11' ,(Ib) is expressed in ppm (Z ± 1) in the m..trix (Nf - 0,11'°)
this equ..tion C&n be written ...

[
1-exp(-Aalb)]

ppm (Z ± l)(lb) = O''P'" 10' I. - A. (10.43)

~I
For Ttl. (2) > lb, 1 - exp (-"alb) 11$ "alb - -t + ....

•



(10.45)

(10.44)ppm (Z ± l)(lb) ~ 0.5 x 10' 819'al~,.t: (parabola)

For TlIl(2)~lb,l- ""p(-~,.tb) ~ l,hence:

ppm (Z ± l)(lb) ~ 819"'110' C,.tb~~ 1) ~ 10'819"'llb

(straight line)

These very simple formulas give, of '1OII1'lIIl, only approximate results
(order of magnitude), but they avoid laborious computer work.

Another algorithm has been proposed for fast and aoourate cal·
culations, without the need of a computer with high precision arith·
metio (89). A compilation of 6li cases, of interest for neutron aotivation
analyais, has been publiahed (90,91).

Numerical data, taken from Ricci and Dyer (82), Masaart (71), .
De Neve (16) and Gijbela (8a) are summarized in Table 10.9, aBBuming
9'lh = 10" n em-I a-~ and including resonance activation (for 9'./9'1.h
~ 1/10). As appears from Table 10.9, the second order interference ia
negligible in m..t caaea, although it can introduce considerable errors
(see, e.g. Re in W, Ho in Dy, !r in Oa).

Moreover, it must be borne in mind that the table aBBUBles a flux
of 10" n cm-I s-' only. In the determination of All in transistor.grade
germanium (-10 ppb As) at an in'adiation of 10 h at 10" nom-I 1-',
an apparent content of 200 ppb will be found, i.e. a faotor of 20 too
high. The interfering reaotion may thus quite well limit the sensitivity
of the analysis. In acme cases different calculated values are tabulated,
c.g. for As in Ge. This is due to a different valu6 for a, (Ricci 0.24 b;
De Neve 0.6 b). An experimental study of the second order inter·
ference by Do Neve (16) indicated that the best agreement between
experiment and calculation is obtained for '" - 0.48 b. Gijbela and
Hoste (83) investigated experimentally the second ordar reaction
"'Os(n, y)ltlOs!;' ltl!r(n, ypn!r for in'adiations of 1-10 daYI at a
/lux of 4 x IOU n cm-I 1-'. From the results an estimate of the
reacnance activation integral for "'Os could be made (no literature data
available). Normally, an experimenW Itudy of second ordar inter.
ference is only poESiblo when ltarting from high purity materials, IUch
as transistor grade germanium (9 ppb As), purified osmium (< II ppb !r),
etc. Other experimental results have been described (92)•

In the above discUSBion, only reacti01!8 of the general form (n, ,.) p

hence:
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(n,. y) or {n, ~, ltO, fJ+ (n, y) were considered. OLher rcacLions can alao
inrerfere such as '''Dy(n, y)"'Dy{n, y)"'Dy ~ "'Ho togeLher willi
"'Dy{n, y)"'Dy~ '''Ho{n, y)"'Ho.

A second type ofsecond order reactions decreases the Uconcentration"
of the acLivation product. Tables to corroot for the burn.up of a
radioaotivation produot at high Huxeal'wsre calculated by l.Iaalo·, (OS).

Some radionuclides produced by (n, y) reactions having a high cro..
section are "'Dy (5000 b), '''Au (2Q,OOO b), '''So (2000 b), "STa
(17,000 b), "C (200 b). The oest known example is '"Au(n, y)'''Au(n, y)
lUAu.

By applying the Bareman-Rubinson equation for transformations
in a neutron Hnx (see Chaprer 5) iL can be shown that afW an irradia·
tion of 30 h at a flux of 10" n cm-a s-', 13% of the radioactive dis·
integrations in the gold sample occurs as '''Au. Some experimental
results are given by El Guebeily (84). Mrer an irradiation of 50 h at
1.1 X 10" n cm-as-' the experimentallO'Au/'''Au ratio was 1.72%.
For acLivation analysis purposes, there is little if any error introduced,
if the comparator method i. used, since the same reaction occurs in the
comparator. If, however, the absolure assay method, or the "single
comparator msthod" of Girardi (85) is used, this cffect must be can·
sidered.

Finally, second order inrerference is not expected with fast neutrons,
since their interaction cross section is too small.

4. Primary Rea<:tions Yielding Another Isotope oj the
Element to be Determined

If cobalt is determined in nickel, not only "Co is formed, but "Iso
"Co from the reaction "Ni(n, pl. Obviously, "Co and "Co cannot
be separared by chemical means. Moreover, both radionuclides are
very long.lived. Having different y.energies, they can be measured
selectively. As for a given irradiation position (given ratio thermal/fast
flux) the ratio "Co/"Co is directly proportional to the cobalt content
in nickel, no flux monitoring is required, 110 that the above (n, p)
reaction is actually not an inrerference, but yields a helpful internal
standard. For low cobalt conrents, the irradiation is carried out in a
well thermalized neutron flux, to avoid too unfavourable "CO/'SCO
activity ratios:(80).

I'· .;1'¥
,. ;1)

For contents <0.1 ppm Co, inrerr~reneo from the reaction '·Nil", !,\.
"Co is possible.

A second example is the dererminatiou of arsenio in germa.nium.
The nuclear reaction "Ge{n, y)"(")00 gives rise to "As with a haIf·life
of 39 h (cf. "As: 26 h). The "As/"As ratio in the radiochemically
aeparared arsenio fraotion is again direotly proportional to the arsenio
conrent In germanium. Hence no corrections for Hnx variations 01'

chemical yield are neceaaary (eee aeotion n, B, 40 (4) of this ohaprer).
The main difficulty arises from the very high "As activity as compared
to the low "A. aotivity (.....10' at the 1 ppm As level). Consequently
the low.energy y. or fJ.radiation of "As can inrerrere with the measure
ment of "As by pile up, both in y'apectrometrio and p.apectrometrio
rechniques, so that absorbers (0.5 om Pb and 270 mg. cm-I AI reapeo'
tively) must be used (56).

The same pile.up problem.was found when derermining gold (UlAu)'
in platinum, whioh gives rise to ths radioactive '''Au daughrer of
comparable half.life {54). At the 1 ppm gold level, the "'Au/'''Au
ratio was also -10'. A lead absorber (2.2 g. cm-I) reduced strongly
the "'Au aotivity (transmission -16% for 208 KeV, -3% for 158
KeV and X.ray), whereas the 411 KoV y.ray of '''Au was reduced to
68% only, so that for 1 ppm the ratio "'Au (158 or 208 KeV)/UlAu
(411 KeV) becomes -150.

(D) DIFlIEBENT CoUNTING EnIOIENOY

If the activared species is a pure fJ·emitrer, it is normally counted
with an end window counrer afW carrier addition and precipitation.
If the fJ.e~ergy iBlow, different problema arise, such as aelf absorption,
self 8catrering and yaekacatrering. The precipitarea must, therefore,
be ill the same form and in the same geometrioaJ condition and bave
the same weight. for standards and samples.

In the case of low energy y. or X.rays absorption is alao possible.

Ezampk: If "'Os is distilled and the diatillare absorbed in a snitable
liquid, suoh 118 lIBr, ita activity (65 KeV X.ray + 129 KeV y-ray)
cannoL directly be compared with that of a standard in the same
volume of water.

Indeed, in Figure 10.10 the peak heights in the y.apectrum of "'Os
are represenred as a function of % HBr for a liqnid source of 100 mi.
The strong X.ray ahaorption is apparent (54).
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to different relative count loases. Ifpo.ssible, the activities for star.. _&
and s..mples should be of ths same order of magnitude. Correction is
however possible if the dead.time of the counting equipment is known.
The overall dcad-time depends on the dead-time of the detector, on the
finite time constant of the amplliier, on the pulse-shaping cirouits,
on the scaler, eto. Modern scalers are very fast, bandwidthe of 2 MHz
are common. This meaJ\ll, in praotice, thet counting rates (statistical
burstsl) of cs. 10' counts/m are po.ssible without 10sses as far as the
scaler is concerned. The count loases for GX tubes, integral gamm..
counters and Single.channel analyzers can be calculated using equa.
tions (6.20) to (6.24), on condition that the dead-time of the equipment
is known. A typical value for G.M. counting is 100 I"'/count and for
integr..1g..mm.. counting 1-2 I"'/count. In the latter case, .. correction
ofca. 1%may be required for 500,000 cpm or leBJI. An ..verage resolving
time of 10 p.s/count is common for single-choldUlel analyzers. Counting
rates should preier..bly not-exceed ca. 500,000 opm.

In many pulse height analyzers the resolving time is not constant
but depends on the shape of the spectrum being m.easured, partiou1&r1y
in the case of an..log to digital conversion (A.D.C).

From equation (6.36) it follows thet multichannel analyzers have an
average de&d·time per recorded count given by:

where I:r is .. constant due to memory oyo1e storage time (typically
10 I's/count). 1:. another constant due to spacing between address
pulses (typically 0.5 I"'/oount/clumnel) and iav tho average channel
number, depending on the sh..pe of the spectrum:

where OJ is tbe number of counts recorded in channel i. When counting
in 200 channels, the average chsnnel ia~ is generally situated between
channel 20 and 100. Hence one can expeot .. .,. value between 20 and
80 I"'/count. With fast analog to digital converters (100 MHz oscillator
frequency)• .,. values of 3.5 I"'/count {l'r 123 channels and 13 I"'/count
{or 1024 channels can be obtained. Sometimes a fixed conversion time
is used. e.g. 20 I"'/count.

o ~6 112 66 'I,HBr

~ig.lO.l? P~ak~eigh:a of6.5 keY X.ray a.nd 129 keY y-ray (1 flOa) asa fUDction
of Yc. HBr U1 a lIqwd radioachve source of 100 rot

~ shown in Chapter 7. the samples and the "standards" are auto
matl.calIy counted in the same conditions. if an addition method i.
a~phed. r:oblems concerning the preparation of standards are also
discussed In Chapter 7.

(E) DEAJ).TnlE CORRECTIONS

1. General Con8iderationa

If .the ~ctivity of the standard differs considerably from that of the
fractIOn, Isolated from the sample, systematio errors are po..ible due

.,. = 1:1 + I:,ia• (s/count)

•
ia• = ~ icc (channeJ)

LOj

(10.46)

(10.47)
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or

2. Oounling a PUTS Shorl-lived Radiolluclids

(10.56)

(10.51)

(10.53)

(10.52)

BO = exp (L DT) - 1 .!.
1- exp(-},.LT)DT

R(I) - 1/'(1) = IDT(I) _ T1/'(I)
B(I)

, fC%" fC%' BO exp (->.I)
c - B (I) ell = 1 BO (") ell° ° + T exp-Ai

Remembering that OT - DT = LT and T = DT/c', one finds for BO:

1 + TBo = exp (L DT) + TBoexp [-},(OT - DT))

where B(I) is the real number of pulsesjs presented for pulse height
analysis, and B'(I) the observed counting rate (cps) at time I. Hence:

The general shape of the spectrum remains .,(lnstant (1 radioisotope),
hence T - constant. At any time I, the relative counting rate lOIS is
given by the instantaneous dead time IDT (I):

, 1 + TBo
exp (>""c) = 1 + TBo exp (_)" OT) - exp (L DT) (10.55)

since the total dead time is DT = TO', Further:

Writing 1 + T BO exp (- >.I) = u yielda the solntion of this integral:

c' =.!..In 1 + TBo
,\.,. 1 + T BO exp (_ LOT). (10.54)

, B(I)
B (I) - 1 + .,.B(I)

where B(I) = RO exp (- Al). Equation (10.52) relates the real and th~

effective counting rate at time I.
The total number 9fcounts c' recorded in a clock time OT is obviously

This exact equation allows us to calenlate the true counting rate
BO at I = 0 from the observed number of counts c', on condition that
OT and DT or LT (and },) are known,

Ii
I'

i
'i
II

il,
I:

,
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The total <lead-time of a counting

DT = Te' (seconda) (10.018)

during a counting (cluck) time OT dependa on T (shape of the spectrum)
and on the total number of counts e' recorded.

The instantaneous dcad-time IDT is defined by

IDT = TR' (no dimension) (10.019)

where R' is the observed counting rate (cps).
One defines a fractional dead-time FDT

FDT = DTjOT = (OT - LT)jOT (10.50)

where DT = total dead timc, OT = clock time and LT = total life
time. Similarly, a fractional life-time FLT = LTJOT can be defined.
Thc FDT (and/or the FLT), expressed in %, is indicated on a galvano
meter for most multicharmel analyzers.

The life-timer is an electronic circuit which stops the timer during
the pulse height analysis and memory storage and thus automatically
.correets for count lo..es (life-time mode of counting). Depending on
the instrument used, the lifc-time mode of counting may be'in error
by ca. +1% at gross rates of ca. 400,000 cpm, by ca. +2% at gross
rates of ca. 600,000 cpm and by ca. +4% at gross rates of 10' cpm.
This corresponda typically with fractional dead-times of ca: 20, 30 and
40% (200 charmels). The dead-time losses, caused by finite conversion
and storage time, can be substantially reduced if tho Analyzer contains
a temporary or buffer storage mechanism (87), but its calculation
becomes more difficult, particularly if the buffer is capable of storing
more than one signal.

Tlus correction by counting during a longer clock time (OT = LT
+ DT) is obviously inadequate for short-lived mdionuclides, wluch
decay during the counting: more counts arc lost at the beginning of the
counting, than can be "recovered" at tho end. Automatic correction
for short-lived radionuclides is only reasonable at low fractional
dead times an~. short counting times with regard to the half-life.

Three different cases can be distinguished (88):
counting a pure short-lived radionuclide;
counting a short-lived radionuclide in the presence of one or more

long-lived activities;
counting several short-lived radionuclides in t.he prcsence of one or

more long-lived activities.



i.e. the rcsult of the life·time mode of counting (c') is too low by 8%
(see also Figure 10.11: Ii'DT = 10% and 01'/1'". = 2.50).

Note: Ii'DT can also be estimated by reading the "dead.time" galvano.
meter of the analyzer at time t '" 01'/2. The corrcction of c' can thcn
be performed using Figure 10.11. This figure is also useful to choose
a counting time which is sufficiently short to make no errors >"'%, for
a given Ii'DT.

10

(10.57b)

QI

:fl' .
c = T[l - exp(~.\. LT)]

0.01

0.90

c'
C

CTlT"Z

Fig. 10.11. Ratio of the observed number of oounta (e') to true number of
counts (0) as a Cunot.ion or OT/1'1/1 when using the lito-time mOde or oounting.
FDT = fractional dead-time (88).

In practice, however, DT > O. hence One integrates from 0 to aT,
but records ouly a fraction LT/OT. assuming that tha dead·time is

0.95

3. Oau1ltillg a Short·lived Radionuditk in the presenu 01 One or
Mare Long.lived Radioaaivilies

For the same PDT, the error made here will be smaller than in the
foregoing case. This can easily be understood. shtce in the extreme
case of a pure long.lived radionuclide, the life·timer makes no error .
due to decay. An exact treatment of this problem is given by Junod
(88). Ouly a simplifitd discussion will be given here. Assuming DT _ 0,
the total number of counts c, observed in a clock time aT = LT
should be

"'cJ)"'T

(10.58)

(10.57)

.\(01' - LT)
exp [.\(01' - LT)] - 1

0.603 x 0.25
-.",.:-~.."..-~ = 0.02

exp(O.a03 x 0.25) - 1c

c'

c' '\. DT
-=
c exp (.\ • DT) - 1 .

This exact formula aUows one to calculsta thc truc total numbcr of
counts c from c', on condition that aT and LT (and .\) are known.
LT is measured by the multichannel analyzer (in life·time mode of
counting) and the corresponding aT mca.ured with a simple chrono:
meter. A .pecial set.up is described by Junvd (88) where the multi.
channel i. used in clock.time mode ofcounting, whcreas LT i. mcasured
by means of an exterior chronomcter, which i. opcrated by the life.
timer circuit. This method has the advantsge that aT can be pre·
selec~, e.g.l"TlI., 2TlI.,indepcndent of the activity of the radioactive
soureo.
Note: for long·lived radionuclides, i.e. 01'/1'11.~ I, equation (10.58)
is reduced to c'/c = 1. Hence, the life timer makes no error, due to the
decay of the measured isotope.

Example: aT = 2.50 m; LT = 2.25 m; DT = 0.25 m; further Ii'DT
= DT/OT = 0.25/2.50 = 10% (=average value of the instantaneous
dead time); 1'11. = 1 m, hcnce .\ = 0.603 m-'; OT/T". = 2.50.

From equation (10.58) one calculates:

4tH:: t:i~l'i.blUil:!i.U.N .AUllVA~'.i.U.N A.NAL~i:W:i

In Chapter. .t i. shown that, after a counting (clcck) time aT =
LT, (aasuming DT = 0) the true total number of counts c and the
true counting rate R' at t = 0 are related by tho equation:

\ R'= .\C
1 - exp (-.\. LT)

From equations (10.56) and (10.57) it follows:



(F) OTHER EBBORS

Until now, only experimental errors due to nuclcar phenomena
have been discussed. A second group of errors, which is uot specifio
for aotivation analysis, is due to analytical proceduros. Some of them
will be montioned.

Ero.mplt: The same example as above-will be used, assuming however
that the dead time is completely due to the presence of a long lived
species. From equation (10.60) one calculates:

::. = I - exp (-0.693 x 2.5) 2.25 = 0.u4
c I - exp (-0.693 x 2.25) 2.50

One remarks thet the error mede by the life-timer is somewhat smeUer
than for case I, assuming the same F DT.

The counting of several short lived nuclides in the presence of
several long lived ones is discussed by Junod (88). A general approach
for calculating dead-time corrections with multichannel analyzers
has been desclibed by Schonfeld (94) and Gavrou (95). Gorner and
Hohnel (96) presented an automatic correction, using one "~orrector"

per radionuclide to be counted.

2. Incomplete Ezdw.nge Betwun Oarrier and Trace Ekmem

A typical element where this problem occurs is iridium (93). The
chemical effects of nuclear reactions must also be coDBidered (Szilard. .
Chalmers effect). The activated element may give rise to a variety
of chemical statcs and. this oan be important for irradiations of organio
molecules, stable complex ions or oxygenated anions, especially
for elements "ith a high eleotronegativity, snch as the "metslloids",
the noble metals or polyvalent elements in a high oxidation state.
The Szilard effect often involves a valenoy change 1I0wering):
Au(Ill) .... Au, As(Ill) .... As, So(IV) .... So,Mn(VII) .... Mn(IV), Cl(VII)
.... Cl-, .•• Difficulties can also ooour if carrier·free isotopes are formed,
e.g. "S(n, p)IIP, lI"Te(n, y)1I1(mlTe!;.1I1I. Starting from aqueous
solutions of TeO., 1-, 10-, I., IOi and 10. are formed.

Therefore, the radiochemioal purification should include as first
step an oxidation·reduction oyole if the element has more than one
valenoy.

A false ohemioal yield determination wi11 also ooour, if macro
quantities of other (nonaotive) components contsminate the linal
preoipitate of the trace impurity (determination of strontium in
oalcium.rioh samples).

~~ I,~

activation, special care must be taken when preparing the... 1I
before irradiation.

It should be borne in mind that often in a laboratory atmosphere
10" atoma of Fe, Cu, Zn, Pb, Ca, Mg, AI, Si, ••• are preaent per om'
of air. The sample may also be contaminated with nuclides recoiling
from the container material due to tha neutron capture procesa.
Possible contamination can be eliminated by etching the IOlid samples
aftcr irradiation. These problems are disoussed in Chapter 7.

After irradiation, radioactive contamination is possible if tha isotope
of i.nterest is used in large quantities for other purposes.

(10.60)

(10.G9)

'~j~:WUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

c' 1- exp (-.\. GT) LT
-=
c I - exp (-.\ . LT) GT

almost completely due to the long.lived species. Thus:

RO LT
c' = T [I - e"p (-.\. CT)] GT

so that:
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1. Failure to Renwve Surface Gontaminant. from the Sample

This may obviously be important when determining low oxygen
concentrations with 14 MeV neutrons in samples having a ohemic.lly
active surface, such as alkali metals, but also for AI, Ta, Nb, Cr, Pb,
Zn, .. .

In the case of trace analysis for common dements by thermal

3. Insufficient Decontamination. in 1M Glumif-al Prouiluru

If other elements are present in almost carrier-free concentrations,
they are readily adsorbed on the precipitate oHhe investigated element.
The radioohemioal purity 0l\Il mostly be cheeked by g&llllll&8peOtro
metry, particularly with a Ge(Li) detector, or by following the decay.
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The behaviou. • such interfering elements is easier to control by
adding "hold back" carriers.

4. Faulty Preparaticm 01 "Comparators"

In many Ca&eS. standards are used as dilute solutions. If such a
solution is not freshly prepared. adsorption of the element of interest
on the container walls (glass. pyrex. silica. polyethylene, •••) is
possible. As a general rule. the diluted solutions should be prepared
just before use.

Most of the above errors can be kept to a minimum by maintaining
high standards for laboratory techniques and for control of radio
active contan:ination. These sources of errer are normally within the
control ofthe analyst. except that. as ultimate sensitivity is approached,
the magnitude of the error increases rapidly.
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